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The move to AMI held the promise of digital transformation 
and the advance of the smart grid. Are you fully leveraging the 
awesome value of your AMI data stream? Is the AMI data now 
intrinsically part of your business? With Trynzic, it will be.

UNLOCK YOUR DATA BY UPGRADING  TO IOT-ENABLED OPERATIONS 
Trynzic’s flexible, secure business operations software, GridOps, powers real-time event-driven work with the 
IoT data stream. Our IoT platform for Utilities brings the power of  near real-time event detection, enhanced 
problem diagnosis, and business process  automation to  energy distribution operations.

Ushering in  
The AMIplus Era  

GridOps brings your grid management, 
employees, and workflows onto one platform and 
ushers in the era of AMIplus. Run-to-fail is dead. 
With GridOps, Sense, Triage & Act is here.

SENSE

Detect and prioritize the dozens 
of anomalies within millions  

of data points, in near   
real-time. Leverage your  
AMI and line of business  
data streams, affordably.  

TRIAGE

Rapidly achieve situational 
awareness of events within a 
single pane of glass enriched 

with current and historical 
meter data.

ACT

Facilitate and automate 
your organization’s business 

processes with workflow 
designer, case management, 

collaboration, and cross-
system orchestration. 

The Smart Grid  
The Way It 
Was Meant to Be
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TO LEARN MORE, VISIT TRYNZIC.COM OR  
CONTACT US AT INFO@TRYNZIC.COM.

We Are Trynzic 
Our vision is simple. To bridge the gap between AMI / IoT data and smarter business processes. Our 

GridOps platform is the premier IoT platform for event-driven work.

Achieve Digital Transformation & Unlock  
the Value in your AMI Data Stream 

Real transformation is more than just new software. It’s software that improves your 
business processes and empowers your people. With Trynzic you can reduce operational 

costs, timely and accurately identify priority service delivery issues, empower your 
employees to innovate, and ultimately find new ways to increase stakeholder value.

A PATH FORWARD FOR  
UTILITY COMPANIES
AMI and IoT have created a massive opportunity for 
utilities - the end of the “run-to-fail” service model.  
By harnessing the data created by AMI, we can change 
service delivery and grid management into something 
more intelligent, streamlined and predictive.

Trynzic delivers the shortcut to smarter, more efficient 
service delivery through our cloud-native GridOps 
platform, ushering in the AMIplus Era. 

Ready to progress your operations to AMIplus? Let’s Talk


